Thursday 11/6
---------------------------------
**Morning**

8:15 am – 9:00 am: Breakfast in HIRES Lab:
Guests will be meeting at Rhode Island Hospital DI department HIRES Lab. Catered breakfast provided

9:00 am – 10:15 am: Diagnostic Imaging Medical Planning

Depending on the ablation patient schedule guests will be incorporated in the planning and observation of an ablation performed by Dr. Dupuy. Discussion of ideas or an update on the research currently going on in ablation at RIH will be then otherwise

**Afternoon**

10:45 am - 12:00 pm: MR Thermography Experiment at Brown MRF Lab

12:30 – 1:00pm: Lunch at HIRES Lab

Guests will be meeting at the HIRES lab to eat lunch and have informal discussion. Catered lunch provided by Au Bon Pain.

1:00 pm: Main Auditorium

Talk 1 with Thomas Ryan

2:30 pm: Pilot Discussion or Ablation observation

Depending on the morning schedule guests will observe an ablation or we will have our pilot discussion here

**Evening: Exact Time and venue TBD**

Formal dinner in Providence

Friday 11/7
---------------------------------
**Morning**

6:45 am – 8:00 am: Pilot study

4D CT ex vivo ablation pilot study with Dr. Prakash’s group.
8:15 – 9:00 am: Breakfast

Guests will be meeting at Rhode Island Hospital conference room. Catered breakfast provided.

9:30 am -11:15 am

Data and methodology review

Afternoon

11:30 am -1215 pm: Lunch at Brown University Engineering

Catered lunch will be provided to guests

1:00 pm: Brown Engineering Conference room

Talk 2 at Brown Engineering with Dr. Punit Prakash

2:15 pm: Discussion or MR Experiment

Either pilot study talk continuation or if scanner schedule permits possibly another MR experiment

Evening: Exact Time and Venue TBD

Dinner and official wrap up

Weekend 11/8-9

-----------------------------------

Sightseeing for those who can stay